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Trailer Towing Guide Explorer
With that, I have been fielding a fair number of questions about hitches and towing in general from my customers. Drivers who would have never dared tow anything before are now considering it. If ...
Embarking on your first towing adventure this summer? Here’s a quick guide on hitches
Off-road and adventure-oriented vehicles are the new hot trend across the industry. Less than a year after resurrecting the Bronco , Ford is about to please large families with a more rugged version ...
Ford Introduces Explorer Timberline for Real Explorations
Finding the right trailer to fit your needs�…–�…and your price range�…–�…requires considering your current and future trailering needs, and the type of work you’ll be using the trailer for. Here are ...
On the Trail of the Right Trailer
Ford has revealed a new trim for its popular Explorer 3-row SUV. The Explorer Timberline is the first of the series. Ford says the Timberline is the most off-road-capable Explorer it’s ever made ...
Ford Explorer Timberline is the Most Capable Explorer Yet
Ford unveils the 2021 Ford Explorer Timberline, the newest addition to its SUV lineup. The Explorer Timberline has the ability to handle off-road terrain starts with Ford’s standard intelligent ...
Ford Grows SUV Lineup with New Ford Explorer Timberline
So, when the Calgarian spent a week behind the wheel of a 2021 Ford Explorer XLT, he looked at it with an eye to utility. The Explorer is celebrating its 30th anniversary in 2021. First launched in ...
Reader Review: 2021 Ford Explorer XLT 4WD
Similar in spirit to the F-150 Tremor, Ford is introducing an off-road-focused variant to its Explorer lineup: the 2021 Explorer Timberline. If the ST is the athlete and the King Ranch is the fancy ...
The 2021 Ford Explorer Timberline Goes Rugged Because Everything Else Is, Too
Ford has revealed the new 2021 Explorer Timberline, a new rugged version of its three-row SUV, and the first model to use the new Timberline nameplate. The carmaker is now accepting orders now for the ...
2021 Ford Explorer Timberline Wants To Go Off-Road More Than Any Other Explorer Ever
Ford has launched a new series for its SUVs, with the 2021 Explorer Timberline promising more off-road ability, even if it also looks kinda like a cop car. Described by the automaker as its ...
2021 Ford Explorer Timberline pairs off-road upgrades with double-take styling
In this article, we will cover a complete trailer maintenance checklist along with the services and inspection demands required to keep your trailer running ...
Bringing a Trailer? Here Are The Maintenance Tips Every Driver Should Know
However, Ford wants to change that perception by giving the Explorer more trail-ready hardware. They call it the Explorer Timberline, and Ford insists it's more than a station wagon on tall tires.
2021 Ford Explorer Timberline is ready for your next expedition
Ford is leaning heavily into the off-road market these days, with the new dirt-specific Tremor package for the Ranger, F-150 and SuperDuty pickup trucks. Now, Ford is giving the three-row Explorer SUV ...
2021 Ford Explorer Timberline aims to ruggedize the family SUV
One Ford official said it's "the right time to expand our Explorer family to better appeal to customers who need three rows of versatility." ...
Ford expands off-road offerings with new 2021 Explorer Timberline
If you're looking for a capable off-roader, Ford has you covered with vehicles like the Bronco, the F-150 Raptor, and Tremor-badged trucks. But now you can also tackle the great outdoors in the ...
Ford Debuts Rugged 2021 Explorer Timberline with Off-Road Gear
Ford Explorer Timberline Today Ford revealed the 2021 Ford Explorer Timberline, a new trim level for the popular full-size SUV that offers a more rugged off-road appearance backed by ...
2021 Ford Explorer Timberline: First Look
In an effort to target outdoor adventurers, Ford rolled out the 2021 Explorer Timberline. The three-row SUV is ready to go on the road less traveled, and can traverse over unpaved surfaces with ...
Ford Targets Outdoor Adventurers With Off-Road-Ready 2021 Explorer Timberline
To meet the growing appetite for outdoor adventures, Ford will launch a Timberline series of overlanding-themed SUVs with added off-road capability, starting wi ...
Ford Targets Outdoor Adventurers With 2021 Explorer Timberline, Additional Timberline Models
Ford has rolled a new, more off-road-oriented trim for its popular Explorer SUV out into the limelight. The vehicle is called the Explorer Timberline, and ...
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